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Hydrogen bonds in aqueous electrolyte solutions: Statistics and dynamics based
on both geometric and energetic criteria

Snehasis Chowdhuri and Amalendu Chandra
Department of Chemistry, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur 208016, India

~Received 5 March 2002; published 7 October 2002!

We have investigated the statistics and dynamics of hydrogen bonds in a concentrated aqueous electrolyte
solution and also in pure water by means of molecular dynamics simulations. Both geometric and energetic
definitions are employed for the existence of a hydrogen bond. The present study extends our earlier work on
the structure and dynamics of hydrogen bonds where only the geometric definition was used@A. Chandra,
Phys. Rev. Lett.85, 768 ~2000!#. In the presence of ions, like the earlier results for geometric definition, the
energetic definition is also found to give a lower number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule and a wider
distribution, a slightly faster rate of breaking and a slower rate of structural relaxation of hydrogen bonds. The
results are explained in terms of a decrease of the potential of mean force between water molecules, an
enhanced population of hydrogen bonded water pairs in the vicinity of the dividing surface that separates the
hydrogen bonded and nonbonded states and an increase of the friction on translational and rotational motion of
water molecules in the presence of ions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.041203 PACS number~s!: 61.20.Qg, 61.20.Ja
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the hydrogen bond prop
ties of aqueous electrolyte solutions at room temperat
Hydrogen bonds are known to play a critical role in det
mining various macroscopic properties of water and aque
solutions and hence studies of the equilibrium and dynam
aspects of hydrogen bonds have remained a subject of l
standing interest in physical chemistry@1–4#. Most of the
existing studies of hydrogen bonds consider pure wa
@5–32#. However, in many experimental situations, one de
with aqueous electrolyte solutions where the presence of
may significantly modify the behavior of these hydrog
bonds.

There have been very few studies on the dynamics
hydrogen bonds in aqueous electrolyte solutions. On the
perimental side, Tominaga and coworkers@33,34# employed
the low frequency Raman spectroscopy to study the dyna
cal structure of water in the presence of alkali-metal a
halide ions. They found a reduction of the water-water int
molecular stretching frequency with increasing ion conc
tration. However, no explicit evaluation of the water-wa
hydrogen bond dynamics could be made in their stud
Kropman and Bakker@35# investigated the dynamics o
anion-water and water-water hydrogen bonds in aqueous
lutions by using femtosecond midinfrared spectrosco
These authors found a significant slowing down of the rel
ation of anion-water hydrogen bonds as compared to the
namics of hydrogen bonds between two water molecule
the bulk. On the theoretical side, Chandra@36# investigated
the distribution and dynamics of hydrogen bonds in conc
trated aqueous ionic solutions by means of molecular
namics simulations. The hydrogen bonds were defined
using a set of configurational~or geometric! criteria. It was
found that the average number of hydrogen bonds per w
molecule decreases with ion concentration. The rate of
drogen bond breaking was found to increase sligh
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/041203~7!/$20.00 66 0412
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whereas the rate of hydrogen bond structural relaxation
found to slow down with increasing ion concentration. X
and Berne@37# also employed molecular dynamics simul
tions and the same set of geometric criteria for the definit
of a hydrogen bond to explore the dynamics of water-wa
hydrogen bonds in an aqueous solution of a negativ
charged polypeptide and positive counterions. It was fou
that the kinetics of breaking and forming of hydrogen bon
is slower in the first solvation shell of the polypeptid
Around the positive counterions, however, the hydrog
bonds were found to break at a somewhat faster rate.
mentioned above, both these simulation results were
tained by using only one definition of the hydrogen bo
~i.e., geometric! and it is not clear whether the general b
havior remains the same when a different definition is u
for the existence of a hydrogen bond. This is especially
portant because it has been shown earlier that many of
calculated equilibrium and dynamical properties of hydrog
bonds can depend significantly on the way a hydrogen b
is defined@15,21#.

For pure water, mainly two kinds of definitions have be
employed for hydrogen bonds: Geometric and energ
@14–27#. In the geometric definition, two water molecule
are assumed to be hydrogen bonded if they satisfy so
configurational criteria with respect to oxygen-oxygen a
oxygen-hydrogen distances and the oxygen-oxyg
hydrogen angle. In the energetic criteria, ones uses a cu
on the pair interaction energy between two water molecu
to decide whether or not they are hydrogen bonded. So
times, additional configurational criteria such as a cutoff
oxygen-oxygen distance is employed in the energetic de
tion to make the definition of the hydrogen bond more str
Of course, other kinds of definitions are also available in
literature, an example being the temporal definition of a h
drogen bond@28–31#. All studies of hydrogen bond dynam
ics in aqueous electrolyte solutions have so far been car
out by using only the geometric definition of hydrogen bon
and, to the best of our knowledge, no study has yet b
carried out for hydrogen bond dynamical properties of el
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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trolyte solutions where a different~such as energetic! defini-
tion of hydrogen bonds is employed. Such a study is p
sented in this paper where, in addition to the geome
definition, an energetic definition is also employed to inv
tigate both the statistics and dynamics of hydrogen bond
aqueous electrolyte solutions. An interpretation of the
served behavior is given in terms of the potential of me
force between water molecules, relative population of hyd
gen bonded water pairs in the vicinity of the dividing surfa
that separates the hydrogen bonded and nonbonded s
and molecular frictions on translational and rotational mot
of water molecules in the aqueous electrolyte solution
compared to those in pure water.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we have presented the simulation details and, in Sec. III,
have presented the results of hydrogen bond statistics.
results of the dynamics of hydrogen bonds are included
Sec. IV and our conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

In this work, we have carried out molecular dynami
~MD! simulations of pure water and an aqueous NaCl so
tion of 3.3m concentration. The water molecules are char
terized by the extended simple point charge~SPC/E! poten-
tial @38# and the sodium and chloride ions are modeled
charged Lennard-Jones particles@39,40#. In these models, the
interaction between atomic sites~or ions! is expressed as

u~r i ,r j !54e i j F S s i j

r i j
D 12

2S s i j

r i j
D 6G1

qiqj

r i j
, ~1!

whereqi is the charge of thei th atom~or ion!. The Lennard-
Jones parameterss i j ande i j are obtained by using the com
bination ruless i j 5(s i1s j )/2 ande i j 5Ae ie j . The values of
the potential parametersqi , s i , and e i for water and Na1

and Cl2 ions are summarized in Table I.
The MD simulations were carried out in the microcano

cal ensemble at an average temperature of 298 K. A cu
box of 256 molecules including water and ions, the expe
mental density of the solutions@41# and periodic boundary
conditions with minimum image convention were employe
The simulations were performed with pure water and a 3.m
solution of NaCl in water. We employed a spherical trunc
tion of the Lennard-Jones interaction potential at 0.5L where
L is the edge length of the simulation box. The long ran
electrostatic interactions were treated using the Ew
method with the dielectric constant of the surrounding m

TABLE I. Values of Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interact
potential parameters.e represents the magnitude of electron
charge.

Atom ~or ion! s ~Å! e ~kJ mol! Charge~e!

O 3.169 0.6502 20.8476
H 10.4238

Na1 2.583 0.4184 11.0
Cl2 4.40 0.4184 21.0
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dium e85` and the convergence parametera56.4/L @42#.
The real space portion of the Ewald sum was evaluated
employing a spherical cutoff at 0.5L. We employed the
quaternion formulation of the equations of rotational moti
and, for the integration over time, we adapted the leap-f
algorithm with a time step of 10215 s ~1 fs!. In the starting
configuration, the water molecules and ions were located
a face-centered cubic lattice with random orientations of w
ter molecules. MD runs of 400 ps were used to equilibr
each system and then the simulations were run for ano
400 ps for the calculation of various equilibrium and d
namical quantities.

III. DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROGEN BONDS

The analysis of the hydrogen bond statistics is based o
calculation of the percentagesf n of water molecules tha
engage inn hydrogen bonds and the average number of
drogen bonds per water moleculenHB . Here we have
adopted two different definitions for the existence of a h
drogen bond between a water pair. The first definition
based on a configurational criteria and the second on
based on a combination of configurational and energetic
teria. In the configurational criteria, two water molecules a
considered hydrogen bonded if their interoxygen distanc
less than 3.5 Å and simultaneously oxygen-hydrogen d
tance is less than 2.45 Å and the oxygen-oxygen-hydro
angle is less than 30°@20,21,36#. In the combined configu-
rational energetic criteria, two water molecules are cons
ered hydrogen bonded if their interoxygen distance is l
than 3.5 Å and at the same time their pair interaction ene
is less than210 kJ mol21 @15,17–19#. In the present paper
we refer to the first definition as the geometric and the s
ond one as the energetic definition of a hydrogen bond.

We note that the critical distances of 3.5 and 2.45 Å
essentially the positions of the first minimum in the oxyge
oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen radial distribution function
The angular criterion reflects the directional character of
drogen bonds. In Fig. 1~a!, we have shown the quantityP(u)
that describes the distribution of oxygen-oxygen-hydrog
angle u for water pairs with oxygen-oxygen distance le
than 3.5 Å and hydrogen-oxygen distance less than 2.45
Clearly, the distribution ofu is rather narrow with its maxi-
mum at aroundu;9° which shows the slightly bent charac

n

FIG. 1. The probability distribution of~a! the angleu for a water
pair having oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen distances
than 3.5 and 2.45 Å, respectively, and~b! the pair interaction energy
E of a water pair having oxygen-oxygen distance less than 3.5
The results are for pure water.
3-2
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HYDROGEN BONDS IN AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041203 ~2002!
ter of the most favorable hydrogen bonds in liquid water. T
distribution of interaction energy~E! of two water molecules
with oxygen-oxygen distance less than 3.5 Å is shown
Fig. 1~b!. The maximum is found to be atE;
223 kJ mol21. In the definition of the hydrogen bond, on
puts the cutoff at u530° ~geometric! or at E5
210 kJ mol21 ~energetic! to allow some fluctuations from
the most favorable configuration or the most favorable p
interaction energy.

The values off n (n51,2,...,5) for pure water are show
in Fig. 2 for both the definitions. The corresponding valu
of the average number of hydrogen bonds per water m
ecule (nHB) are included in Table II. Both geometric an
energetic definitions are found to produce very similar
sults. It is clear that pure water is dominated by molecu
that form four hydrogen bonds. However, fractions of m
ecules with two, three, or five hydrogen bonds are also
nificant. We now discuss the results for 3.3m NaCl solution.
In Fig. 3, we have shown the distribution of the angleu and
the pair interaction energyE for the NaCl solution. As be-
fore, the angleu is calculated for water pairs having oxyge
oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen distances less than 3.5 Å
2.45 Å, respectively, and the pair interaction energy is cal
lated for water pairs with oxygen-oxygen distance less t
3.5 Å. In both cases, the probability distributions are fou
to be slightly wider than those in pure water. The cor
sponding results for thef n andnHB are shown in Fig. 4 and
Table II, respectively. In the ionic solution, the value off n at
its maximum is found to be less than that in pure water. O
observes a widening of the distribution and a decrease o
average number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule in

FIG. 2. The fraction of molecules withn number of hydrogen
bonds for~a! geometric and~b! energetic definitions. The results a
for pure water.

TABLE II. Values of the average number of hydrogen bonds
water molecule, the average lifetime of a hydrogen bond, and
hydrogen bond structural relaxation time for both pure water
3.3m aqueous NaCl solution.~The standard deviations, which wer
calculated by using block averages over 75 ps, are about 1
2.5%, and 2.5% of the final values reported above fornHB , tHB ,
andtR , respectively.!

Solution Definition nHB tHB tR

0.0m Geometric 3.50 0.54 6.58
3.3m Geometric 2.75 0.50 6.92
0.0m Energetic 3.45 0.40 6.45
3.3m Energetic 2.65 0.37 7.12
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presence of ions. Thus, the presence of ions modifies
distribution of water-water hydrogen bonds by breaki
some of the hydrogen bonds that were present in pure w

IV. DYNAMICS OF HYDROGEN BONDS

In the dynamical equilibrium of aqueous solutions, t
hydrogen bonds break and reform due to librational a
translational motion of water molecules. The analysis of
dynamics of hydrogen bonds is based on the constructio
two hydrogen bond population variablesh(t) andH(t): h(t)
is unity when a particular tagged pair of water molecules
hydrogen bonded at timet according to an adopted definitio
and zero otherwise, whereasH(t)51 if the tagged pair of
water molecules remains continuously hydrogen bon
from t50 to time t and zero otherwise. For the analysis
the H-bond breaking dynamics, we calculate the time cor
lation function@17#

SHB~ t !5^h~0!H~ t !&/^h& ~2!

where^¯& denotes an average over all pairs. Clearly,SHB(t)
describes the probability that an initially hydrogen bond
pair remains bonded at all times uptot. The associated relax
ation timetHB can be interpreted as the average lifetime o
hydrogen bond@43#. We note that both librational and trans
lational or diffusional motion contribute to the decay
SHB(t). In Fig. 5 we have shown the results ofSHB(t) for
pure water and the 3.3m NaCl solution. For each system, th
associated hydrogen bond relaxation timetHB is obtained as
the time integral ofSHB(t). At long times, the dynamics o
SHB(t) is described well by a single exponential function f
both pure water and the aqueous solution. The relaxa

r
e
d

%,

FIG. 3. The probability distribution of~a! the angleu for a water
pair having oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen distances
than 3.5 and 2.45 Å, respectively, and~b! the pair interaction energy
E of a water pair having oxygen-oxygen distance less than 3.5
The results are for 3.3m aqueous NaCl solution.

FIG. 4. The fraction of molecules withn number of hydrogen
bonds for~a! geometric and~b! energetic definitions. The results ar
for 3.3m aqueous NaCl solution.
3-3
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SNEHASIS CHOWDHURI AND AMALENDU CHANDRA PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041203 ~2002!
time tHB is calculated by explicit integration ofSHB(t) from
simulations until 3.0 ps and by calculating the integral for t
tail from the fitted exponential functions. In Table II, w
have included the results oftHB for both geometric and en
ergetic definitions of hydrogen bonds. For both definitio
the decay rate ofSHB(t) is found to accelerate slightly in
presence of ions. This indicates that the H-bonded water
in ionic solutions is less strongly held compared to that
pure water. To gain more insight into this dynamical beh
ior, we have calculated the potential of mean force~PMF!
between two neighboring water molecules and the results
shown in Fig. 6@44#. It is seen that the well depth and als
the force constant or the curvature at the minimum of P
decreases in presence of ions. We note that this decrea
force constant is consistent with the experimental results
Tominaga and coworkers@33,34# where a reduction of the
water-water intermolecular stretching frequency with
creasing ion concentration was observed. Also, for pure
ter, the present results of the relaxation time ofSHB(t) agree
well with the experimental hydrogen bond correlation tim
constant of 0.560.2ps reported by Kropman and Bakke
@35# in their femtosecond midinfrared laser study and w
the relaxation time of 0.56 ps reported by Tominaga a
coworkers@33# in their low frequency Raman studies. In th
latter study, the relaxation time was attributed to the lifetim
of hydrogen bonded tetrahedral structure of water and it
found to increase with the increase of salt concentrat

FIG. 5. The time dependence of the continuous hydrogen b
correlation functionSHB(t) for ~a! geometric and~b! energetic defi-
nitions. The dotted and the solid curves are for pure water and 3m
aqueous NaCl solution, respectively. The values ofSHB(t) are plot-
ted in the logarithmic scale.

FIG. 6. The distance dependence of the oxygen-oxygen po
tial of mean force between two neighboring water molecu
@WOO* (r )5WOO(r )/kBT#. The different curves are as in Fig. 5.
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whereas the present results show a slightly faster breakin
the hydrogen bonds in the presence of ions. As noted in R
@36#, it is possible that the lifetime observed by Tomina
and coworkers at finite ion concentrations also included c
tributions from anion-water hydrogen bonds that have
slower time scale of relaxation@35,45#. In the present study
of course, only water-water hydrogen bonds are conside

The ion induced changes of the PMF between two nei
boring water molecules can affect the rate of hydrogen b
breaking in two different ways. The reduction of the we
depth means a relatively weaker effective interaction
tween two neighboring water molecules in the presence
ions compared to that in pure water. This effect may lead
an enhancement of the relative diffusion of the water p
~which, in turn, leads to a faster rate of hydrogen bond bre
ing! if it can overcome the effects of additional ionic frictio
that tends to inhibit diffusion. The second effect is that, in t
ionic solution, the value of PMF is lower near the dividin
surface~i.e., ROO;3.5 Å) and, therefore, the population o
water pairs in the vicinity of this dividing surface is highe
The two water molecules of such a pair need to travel on
short relative distance between them to break the hydro
bond and cross over to the nonbonded state and this
leads to an enhancement of the rate of hydrogen bond br
ing. In order to verify whether a reduction of the PMF lea
to a faster rate of relative diffusion of a water pair, we ha
calculated the relaxation of the correlation function of re
tive velocity of two initially hydrogen bonded water mo
ecules, which is defined as@46#

Cv;H2O
~12! ~ t !5^v12~ t !v12~0!&/^v12~0!2&, ~3!

wherev12(t) is the relative velocity of two water molecule
at time t, which were hydrogen bonded at timet50. It may
be noted that the correlation function of relative velocity c
be decomposed into two parts: The autocorrelation of sin
particle velocity and the cross correlation of velocities of tw
particles. The cross part plays an important role in the m
mentum transfer between neighboring molecules@47–51#.
The time dependent relative diffusion coefficient of two in
tially hydrogen bonded water molecules is defined as
time integral of the relative velocity correlation function o
two hydrogen bonded molecules

D12~ t !5
kBT

M E
0

t

Cv;H2O
~12! ~ t8!dt8, ~4!

whereM is the reduced mass of the water pair. We note th
in the absence of any cross velocity correlation,D12(t)
52DH2O(t), where DH2O(t) is the time dependent self
diffusion coefficient of water molecules. We also note th
the relative diffusion coefficient as defined by the integral
Eq. ~4! is different from the so-called mutual diffusion coe
ficient @52#. The mutual diffusion coefficient is traditionally
defined only for multicomponent systems through an integ
of the collective velocity variables@53–56# and it describes
the mutual diffusion of molecules of one species agai
those of another species in the mixture. In the present w
the integral of Eq.~4! is a microscopic quantity that de
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HYDROGEN BONDS IN AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041203 ~2002!
scribes how fast a pair of initially hydrogen bonded wa
molecules diffuse away from each other and hence we ca
the relative diffusion coefficient. In Fig. 7, we have show
the time dependence ofCv;H2O

(12) (t) andD12(t) for both pure

water and the 3.3m NaCl solution. The decay ofCv;H2O
(12) (t)

shows an enhanced caging effect at the intermediate tim
the presence of ions. The value ofD12(t) is found to be
smaller for the ionic solution at all times. The long time
the zero-frequency values ofD12 are 3.031025 cm2 sec21

and 2.031025 cm2 sec21 for pure water and the ionic solu
tion, respectively. We note that the relative diffusion coe
cient is related to the inverse of the friction that acts on
relative motion of a hydrogen bonded water pair. Thus,
enhanced caging ofCv;12(t) and the lower value ofD12
show the presence of an enhanced friction on the motio
water molecules in the electrolyte solution as compared
that in pure water. The additional friction originates from t
ions present in the solution. Thus, although the reduction
PMF tends to increase the relative diffusion of two wa
molecules, the existence of ionic friction plays a more i
portant role that gives rise to a slowing down of the relat
diffusion even at short times. Thus, the higher population
water pairs near the dividing surface between the bonded
nonbonded states appears to play a more important ro
the slight enhancement of the rate of hydrogen bond bre
ing that is observed in the concentrated ionic solution
compared to that in pure water.

The correlation functionSHB(t) describes the dynamics o
hydrogen bond breaking as it depends on the continu
presence of a hydrogen bond. We calculate the correla
functionCHB(t) that does not depend on the continuous pr
ence of a hydrogen bond@20,21#

CHB~ t !5^h~0!h~ t !&/^h&. ~5!

The correlation functionCHB(t) describes the probability
that a hydrogen bond is intact at timet, given it was intact at
time zero, independent of possible breaking in the inte
time. CHB(t) relaxes to zero as the probability that a spec
pair of molecules is hydrogen bonded in a macroscopic s
tem at equilibrium is negligibly small. The dynamics
CHB(t) describes the structural relaxation of hydrog
bonds. The temporal behavior ofCHB(t) is shown in Fig. 8.
The relaxation ofCHB(t) is found to occur at a slower rat
with increasing ion concentration. The overall dynamics

FIG. 7. The time dependence of the~a! relative velocity corre-
lation function and~b! relative diffusion coefficient of two initially
hydrogen bonded water molecules. The different curves are a
Fig. 6.
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hydrogen bond structural relaxation is found to be an or
of magnitude slower than that of hydrogen bond breaki
Even at long times, the relaxation ofCHB(t) is highly non-
exponential and no long-time exponential time const
could be found for the decay of these quantities. Howev
for the purpose of comparative analysis, one can obtain
average relaxation timetR from the available simulation dat
@36#. In the present study, the average relaxation timetR is
defined byCHB(ntR)5e2n where the value ofn is deter-
mined from the lowest value ofCHB(t) obtained in the simu-
lations. We stress that this definition is made only to mak
comparison of the relative time scales of relaxation and
avoids the use of fitting of the tail by some function which
required when the average relaxation time is defined as
integral of CHB(t). The results oftR are also included in
Table II. For both geometric and energetic definitions,
hydrogen bond structural relaxation time increases in
presence of ions. Since the functionCHB(t) does not depend
on the continuous presence of a hydrogen bond and it all
for the recrossing of the dividing surface from an intermitta
nonbonded state to the bonded state, its dynamics is no
pected to depend significantly on the small changes of
population of water pairs in the vicinity of the dividing su
face. Rather, its dynamics is controlled by the long-time d
fusion and orientational motion of water molecules. T
presence of ions leads to a decrease of the diffusion co
cient and an increase of the orientational relaxation times
water due to additional electrolyte frictions that act on bo
translational and rotational motion of water molecul
@36,46#. This slowing down of the translational and rotation
diffusion of water molecules is believed to be responsible
the slowing down of hydrogen bond structural relaxation
the presence of ions.

It has been argued earlier that the long-time dynamics
CHB(t) is invariant with respect to any reasonable definiti
of the hydrogen bond@20,21#. However, the dynamics o
SHB(t) depends significantly on the definition of the hydr
gen bond due to the frequent crossing of the dividing surfa
This frequent crossing of the diving surface leads to a fa
relaxation ofSHB(t). However, when the cutoff is short, th
same hydrogen bond is restored in most cases after the in
crossing of the dividing surface and the hydrogen bond w
not broken in the chemical sense. Clearly, the relaxation
SHB(t) would show a different behavior when a large cuto

in

FIG. 8. The time dependence of the hydrogen bond correla
functionCHB(t) for ~a! geometric and~b! energetic definitions. The
dotted and the solid curves are for pure water and 3.3m aqueous
NaCl solution, respectively. The values ofCHB(t) are plotted in the
logarithmic scale.
3-5
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SNEHASIS CHOWDHURI AND AMALENDU CHANDRA PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041203 ~2002!
is used to define a hydrogen bond. Thus,CHB(t) appears to
be a better function for studying the hydrogen bond dyna
ics. However, the relative changes of the relaxation ofSHB(t)
in the presence of ions that are discussed here are like
hold for any reasonable definition of the hydrogen bond.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented results for the distri
tion and dynamics of hydrogen bonds in water and 3.m
aqueous NaCl solution for two different definitions of th
hydrogen bond. The first definition is based on a set of c
figurational criteria and the second one is based on a com
nation of configurational and energetic criteria. It is sho
that both definitions give very similar results for the hydr
gen bond distribution and the average number of hydro
bonds per molecule. For pure water, majority of water m
ecules are having four hydrogen bonds although fraction
molecules having two, three, or five hydrogen bonds are
significant. As ions are dissolved in water, the hydrogen b
distribution becomes wider and also its value at the ma
mum decreases leading to a decrease of the average nu
of hydrogen bonds per water molecule. Thus, the presenc
ions is found to modify the hydrogen bonded structure
water by breaking some of the hydrogen bonds that exis
pure water.

The two definitions are also found to give qualitative
similar results for the dynamics of breaking and structu
relaxation of hydrogen bonds in water and the 3.3m aqueous
NaCl solution. The breaking of hydrogen bonds is found
be a very fast process with subpicosecond time scale an
s
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n

n
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rate slightly increases in the presence of ions. Although
calculation of the potential of mean force shows a reduct
of the effective strength of hydrogen bonds in the ionic s
lution, a calculation of the time dependent relative diffusi
coefficient of a hydrogen bonded pair shows a slowing do
of the relative motion of the two water molecules even
short times due to the presence of additional electrolyte f
tion. The slightly faster dynamics of hydrogen bond break
observed in the present study is, at least in part, due
higher population of hydrogen bonded water pairs in the
cinity of the dividing surface between the bonded and n
bonded states as the two molecules of such a pair nee
travel only a short relative distance between them to br
the hydrogen bond and cross over to the nonbonded s
The dynamics of hydrogen bond structural relaxation
volves a much longer time scale~few picoseconds!. Its rate
of relaxation slows down in the presence of ions which c
be attributed to the additional electrolyte frictions that act
the long-time orientational and translation motion of wa
molecules in the presence of ions.

The present work can be extended in many different
rections. For example, in an aqueous ionic solution, ani
water hydrogen bonds are also present apart from wa
water hydrogen bonds. In the present work, we have focu
only on the water-water hydrogen bonds and it would c
tainly be very interesting to investigate the statistics and
namics of anion-water hydrogen bonds@35#. It would also be
worthwhile to study the equilibrium and dynamical prope
ties of hydrogen bonds in aqueous ionic solutions at non
bient conditions such as at low temperature or high press
We hope to address these issues in the near future.
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